
WZBob

The WZBob expansion system from DTN extends your lightning alerting capabilities in 
the field, ensuring your staff stays safe and aware.

You can customize your setup to suit any site arrangement and maximize your coverage by combining light 
beacons, sounders, and a modular, scalable configuration.

In the calm before the storm,  
equip your sites with sitewide 
lightning alerting



Reduce incidents in the field
When lightning alerting systems are limited only to mobile notifications, they can either be easily 
missed or become a distraction. Providing clear light and sound-based alerts decreases your 
team’s reliance on checking mobile phones, which helps keep their focus on the work at hand.

Customized to your response plans
WZBob can be customized to your Trigger Action Response Plans (TARPs) and other 
requirements, ensuring you solidify the safety of your sites based on your existing 
functional parameters. We like to keep it simple.

Seamless, scalable integration
WZBob easily integrates with your existing lightning detection network, providing a no-fuss, 
scalable option for enhancing safety coverage.

Automated, simple setup
Simple to install, completely automated and supported by a real-time system health and 
monitoring service.

The Lightning Network and WZBob
The dual effectiveness of the Total Lightning Network and the WZBob alerting capacities 
ensure lightning proximity accuracy, increasing safety and decreasing unnecessary shutdowns.

Improve awareness of lightning risks
Ensure simultaneous, sitewide lightning risk communication for your operations — and for 
contractors and visitors who don’t have access to an existing alerting system. The light and 
sound alerts provide everyone adequate time to act quickly when thresholds are breached.
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We now do a single unit and a solar unit
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WZBOB EXPANSION
WZBob seamlessly integrates with 

your existing lightning detection system. 
It is a completely automated system 

with a simple setup and comes 
with a real-time system health 

and monitoring service.  
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